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BOM 1

2

A - Table top x1

B - DL6 Leg bracket

      (9200178) x2

C - DL6 Leg

     (9100188) x2

D - Foot MEE/MCC set black

     (9550325) x2

E1 - Switch Bracket

       (9200190) x1

E2 - Switch DPF1K

       (9100132) x1

F - Control Box

     (9100143) x1

G - Motor Cable

      DL4-1000

      (9100035) x2

3

H - M6x25mm,

      Socket head cap

      (9200925) x8

I - Washer 5/16

    external tooth

    (9201000) x20

J - Screw, M6x16mm,

      pan head

     (9200843) x12

K - Screw, #10, 3/4",

      pan head

     (9200838) x32

L - Screw, #8A, 5/8",

      pan head

     (9200897) x2

M - Power cord US

      black 3.2m Emotion

      (9100036) x1

N - Screw, #8A, 2.0",

      flat head

      (9200837) x2

O - Wire management

      1/2"x6"

      (9450006) x1

P - Wire management

      1.5"x6"

      (9450019) x2

Q - Foot Grommet

      (9301143) x2
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Top View - position of leg bracket
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Initialisation of the DESKLINE DL6 parallel systems

The DESKPOWER system is initialised by pressing the down button once or twice and holding if

down until the DL6 runs into end stop. It will then automatically run approx. 5mm out again and

hereafter slowly run in again. Only release the down button when the movement has completely

stopped.

* If the button is released before the sequence is complete then the initialisation is interuppted and

must be started again from the beginning.

It is sometimes necessary to press the down button twice to start the initialisation, this is because

the system can be in different modes when the initialisation starts. There will be a 1.25 sec. delay. If

an error situation occurs at the end stop positions or DL6 are changed to another stroke length, then

CBD6 control box has to be initialised again.

The first two times the system runs into the outward end stop, it will automatically run approx. 3mm

back in inward dirction.

Troubleshooting

Description of Problem

Lifting column will not

go up or down

Verify that power supply has power by testing with a plug in

lamp or other device.

Check to ensure that connections were made in the proper

sequence as shown on installation guide. Try disconnecting

all and reconnect in the proper sequence. Test again

Check pins on the lift column lead to make sure no pins
were damaged. Check pins on the CBD6 - control box to
ensure that pins are not damaged

Check wires to ensure that they are not pinched or damaged

Lifting column will not

go up or down

Disconnect AC power and motor cables. Try changing
the position of the motor cables, and retest

Leg makes a loud
noise when raising or
lowering

Inspect leg for physical damage. Contact BRC customer
service for information pertaining to leg service or
change

Programmable
switch with Digital
readout is blank
when connected

Disconnect AC power. Disconnect switch cable and
motor cables from the control box. Wait 10 minutes
with power off.
Reconnect cables in this sequence. (1) Motor cables to
control box. (2) Switch cable to control box. (3) Connect
AC power to control box. (4) follow initialization process
as outlined above

Repeat steps outlined in solution 1. Ensure wait time is
adhered to, and that connection sequence is correct.

Programmable switch remains blank after solution 1.
Contact BRC customer service. BRC customer service to
arrange for sales rep to supply a firmware update for the
programmable switch unit. (special cable required for
operation)

Leg Chatter on
downward travel

If programmable switch is being used on the desking
system, report if an error code is being displayed on the
switch. BRC reference error code chart for causal factor
and solution.

(a) Test table with top - record results
(b) Test table with top - loaded with weight - record
results
(c) Test table base with no top - record results.
If chatter exists in condition (a) Contact BRC customer
service for information pertaining

**Note testing sequence should include the initialization sequence prior to usage

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3


